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The Conference Season
This autumn has been notable
for a series of quite excellent
Archaeological conferences.
The autumn started, of course,
with our Society’s very own
“People and the Land” Conference in Appleby Grammar
School on 6’th October
We had fielded a strong field of
speakers, including two from our
own Society, under the skilled
chairmanship of Angus Winchester. So we were delighted to attract around 70 delegates, some
travelling large distances to attend. Sadly the Mr A Robinson
from Somerset, of whom we had
such high hopes, turned out not,
in fact, to be Mr Baldric of Time
Team. Though, to do our own
Mr Robinson credit, he was quite
a celebrity in his own right as he
was mid way through a project
involving visiting every one of
the old County towns and walking to the highest point in that
county. He said he intended to
write a book when he finished
and I assured him we would all
buy a copy!
I won’t attempt a précis of the
talks because, if everything goes
to plan, we shall publish a set of
Proceedings for the Conference
and you can read all about it
there. Suffice to say that speakers clearly warmed to the strong
theme provided by the Conference and delegates felt very
much involved in the shared in-
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terest that they generated.
Lunch was very convivial with
a splendidly varied and tasty
buffet. Sausage rolls were still
being consumed as we all went
home.
The crumbs were only just being cleared away, as it were,
when some of us were headed
for conferences in the Lake
District National Park

Appleby Archaeology’s “People and the Land”
Conference gets under way

(LDNPA) and Carlisle (Tullie
House).
The LDNPA conference is
now a well-established favourite with many of us in the Society. And since it moved to the
Theatre by the Lake it has become a lot more professional
and stylish. You have to be
quick off the mark to buy tickets, in fact, because it’s always
a sell-out.
There’s often a strong mining
theme to this conference, which
particularly appeals to this author, but there’s always something for everybody. This
year’s star act was an account
of the discovery of remains of

an amazing primitive “railway”
amongst debris which had fallen into the Elizabethan workings at Roughton Ghyll. It
seemed possible that this could
date back to around 1250 AD.
If this proved to be the case we
would then be looking at the
earliest example of railway
technology in Europe. The National Railway Museum in
York is, apparently, very interested.
There was also an excellent talk
about the excavation of one of
the ring cairns which lie scattered throughout the central
Lake District. This had been
carried out in seriously foul
weather in June of this year,
largely by volunteers, supervised by LDNPA. Despite a
very thorough investigation,
however, the function of the
cairns removes as enigmatic as
ever. But a slide taken at the
excavation site and showing the
shapely summit of Harter Fell
framed within a notch formed
by an adjacent rocky knoll may
give a clue to what was going
on.
And finally, to Carlisle, where
Tullie House was hosting a Day
School to celebrate 30 years of
Archaeological Excavation in
Carlisle.
Harry went to this one and reports a formidable range of
speakers, including Sue Stallibrass, a bone expert, John Zant,
talking about the “other Carlisle
Continued on Page 4
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Vindolanda : Size Does Matter
Andrew Birley of the Vindolanda
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Party invitation from Vindolanda

Phyllis Rouston
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fort” at Stanwix, where excavation has thus far been confined to
opportunist small-scale trenches,
and Rachel Newman, repeating
most of what she had said at the
Appleby Archaeology conference! The Day School was
wound up by Henry Owen-John,
once a field archaeologist, who
grew up in muddy trenches but
now wears a suit and is the regional director for English Heritage. He spoke fluently and without notes about the future of archaeology, where it leads and its
importance in Carlisle to the
‘visitor led economy’. At this
point Harry says he felt a twinge
of rebellion at the possibility of
the work by the Group being assessed for its value to the ‘visitor
led economy’. Though he felt it
was a valid point, he thought that
the question as to what extent
tourism should lead research excavation was not answered. Nor
was there any enlightenment
about what has happened to the
artefacts found, or why has so
little has been published.
Perhaps we may hope for more
information at the follow-up
Conference in March (see
adjoining column)
Martin Joyce & Harry Hawkins

Classified
Advertisements
Celebrating Carlisle’s
Heritage
Tullie House Museum is hosting a three-day Conference next
year between Friday 7th and
Sunday 9th March. Tickets cost
£80 but include two lunches and
a three course Conference dinner! Telephone 01228 534781
for further details

CWAS Transactions
The Society has recently received
the generous donation by Mr
Steven Trevelyan of a set of
Cumberland and Westmorland
Society Transactions.
This includes some very early
copies for 1927 to 1930 and a
near-complete set for the period
1960 to 1989. The donation also
includes a number of articles and
books of local interest. A full
index will appear on the Society’s website when this eventually
sees the light of day (you’d better
come to the AGM if you want
details on this). Harry is acting as
Librarian and members are welcome to borrow items from him.

Druidical Judgement Seat

Forthcoming
Events
Tenth Anniversary
AGM and Members’
Evening
7.00 pm : Tuesday 8th Jan
The AGM will be followed by
presentations from AppArch
members. Phyllis Rouston will
talk about The Archaeology
of Arran and Harry Hawkins
will take us on a trip down
memory lane with Ten Years
of Appleby Archaeology.
There will then be a small celebration! All are invited.

Tracking the
Elusive Norsemen
7.30 : Tuesday 12th Feb
Linda Corrigan of the English
Place Names society will talk
about the use of place names
to trace Viking settlement
patterns in south Cumbria.

Environmental
Archaeology
7.30 : Tuesday 11th Mar
Jaqui Huntley of Durham
University will tell us about
recent developments at the
cutting edge of archaeological
science.

Martin Railton has now written a
full report on our work on
Brackenber Moor this summer. It
is extremely impressive and can
be viewed at http://
www.nparchaeology.co.uk/recent/
brackenber.html
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